The Duraholder™ Instrument Protection System (IPS), manufactured by Bioseal, was designed to prevent costly damage to delicate instruments. This unique pouch, designed by a university hospital, is now available to you after years of use and improvement. Comprised of durable Kimguard™ material and available in several designs, you can choose your Duraholder according to your specific requirements. Duraholder IPS is not intended to provide a sterile barrier and should be used in conjunction with an outer wrap or container system.

**PHYSICAL FEATURES:**
- 5 different designs/pouch configurations
- Built-in pockets and tape closure strips
- Steam sterilizable:
  - Pre-vacuum 270°F for 4 min
  - 30 min dry time

**BENEFITS:**
- Holds delicate instruments in place within a closed container
- Reduces damage to instrumentation
- Improves the organization of instruments
- Alternative solution to peel packs

**OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS**
- Mesh Trays
- Sterilization Wrap
- Surgical Tray Corner Protector

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800.541.7995 OR VISIT KEYSURGICAL.COM